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talk of altering the status of both General Liman and
Admiral Limpus, it came to nothing.
M. Bompard, the French Ambassador at Constantinople
did not believe that Russia would ever achieve her purpose
by peaceful means; he suggested privately that Russia
"should dispatch a warship to the Bosphorus and declare
that it would not be withdrawn until the contract with
General Liman and his officers had been altered." M.
Paleologue, Political Director in the French Foreign Office,
thought that "the -Turkish batteries would scarcely dare
to open fire." And M. Izvolski added that "in the event of
our resolving upon an energetic action of this sort, public
opinion in France would take our part, since it is susceptible
to everything which touches national dignity, and feels
most keenly the inadmissibility of German influence in
Turkey.294 M. Sazonov, as will be seen in a moment, was
actually contemplating military measures to coerce Turkey.
But France and England both intimated that it would be
better to await the results of the efforts which the German
Government was making to find a solution which would
satisfy Russia without seeming to involve the prestige of
Turkey or of any of the Great Powers. Though impatient
of delay because of the criticisms being levelled against
him in the Pan-Slav Press, Sazonov fortunately heeded the
advice.
Meanwhile the German Ambassador at Constantinople
had been active in trying to find a sensible and peaceful
solution of the whole affair. He had urged Turkey to yield
and modify Liman's contract. He tried to have the German
and Russian military attaches in Constantinople work out
an agreement. He finally hurried back to Berlin and there
arranged the successful solution. General Liman was ad-
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